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From your editor: Chris Bobek

I spent a little more time this month working on my Senior Falcon. It’s starting to
come along nicely. A couple of tricks I have learned for using mono coat: One is
to apply a piece of masking tape on both sides of an edge will easily separate the
two layers. And, the other is to hook a rubber band to the iron cover. It works
great to keep out the wrinkles (no more floppy sock).
If you are building a new plane send me a picture and we will put it in the
newsletter.

Meet Mark Harrison

Mark has been flying for about two years. He started building control line planes
in about 10th grade, but never really got into the sport until to our air show. Then
he met Fred and Doug and joined BARC.
Doug and his wife, Patricia have been married 38 years. He is retired and she
works for Blarney Castle Oil. They have two children, a daughter who lives
in St. Petersburg, Florida and a son in Manistique. They have three
grandchildren.
His Sport 40 is his favorite plane. He is looking at a Revolver 70” ARF, all electric.
He is currently building a Piper Pacer, indoor. He enjoys building and has
about 10 planes currently, including the Sea Maco seen above. He built this
one too.
Mark says he enjoys the club members and finds everyone very helpful and
friendly.

Holiday season time to build the new plane. Santa brought the new F4U Corsair
by Parkzone. Can't wait to fly it.
I opted against the retracts because of their delicate reputation and went with
the optional rough field fixed landing gear and larger tail wheel that I think will be
well suited for our grass field. In doing so I filled the retract recess openings in the
bottom of the wing with foam discs and it worked out really well. A little repaint
of the wing bottom and its ready to go. Finishing touch was to coat the entire
plane with acrylic to give it a little tougher skin and she's ready to fly.
Looking forward to seeing everyone in the spring.
Walt Coponen

Doug Stolz has a
great workshop for
building his Great
Plains Sport 40

Indoor flying with Doug Stolz, Mark Harrison and Orrin Eldred. Pictures
taken by Fred.

